
 

   ESSENTIAL INFORMATION FOR A WORKSHOP AT ROWE CENTER WITH KEEPING TRACK
® 

Introduction:  Our tracking outings – both at Wolfrun, our field-training site, or at your community’s location, are generally NOT highly aerobic 

excursions. While we may slowly huff and puff our way up (and down) some limited steep terrain our classes are not intended to physically challenge 
our clients. We believe that the setting of moderate distance goals, with minimal strenuous climbing achieved at a common sense pace helps us 
guarantee that you will learn the most out there, and that is our express purpose. A few of our clients have complained that we are moving too slowly, 
but most folks are keenly appreciative of the dozens of stops we make with ample time to cover a maximum of 3 – 4 miles while seeing much and 
discussing the wonders that are out there. 
 
Be advised therefore that these classes are not like the Xcountry ski or snowshoe ‘workouts’ you may be used to, hence the clothing you wear must be 
considerably more layered and prepared for even the worst cold. Please read the following carefully, and come prepared accordingly. Invest in a good 
supportive and well fitting daypack if you don’t already have one. A good pack will enable you to carry your accessories and be more comfortable out 
there – so that you may more fully enjoy all the extraordinary beauty and learning we’ll share together!  
 
What to expect: You will be spending the entire day outside and away from indoor facilities. These days can be long 
and cold but amazingly rewarding if you are properly prepared. A warm, hearty lunch and sturdy, winter-worthy boots will 
be critical. Items such as a warm hat, gloves, and synthetic or wool garments will protect you from the elements while 
allowing you comfortably enjoy the trip. Cotton clothes, jeans, T-shirts, sweat shirts and pants, and other similar items 
are not recommended as they do not retain heat and are dangerous if they get damp or wet. 
 
Snacks and hydration should be consumed throughout the day, as we burn more energy during the winter keeping our 
bodies warm.  Hot soup, cocoa or tea in a small thermos along with high-energy snacks is a must.  

What to bring:  

 Ski / hiking poles are very useful and highly recommended.   
 Snowshoes: Tubbs, Atlas, Red Feather, and Iverson are just a few of the many reputable snowshoe brands. The 

key is that they FIT and that you know they work with YOUR BOOTS.  
 Insulated winter hiking boots: Pack Boots with wool or synthetic liners with enough room for two pairs of socks. 

Boots should be rated to -20 degrees. Leather hiking boots are not warm enough unless they are oversized, made 
for winter wear, and you KNOW they work.  

 Gaiters are nice for keeping snow out of your boots and add 10 – 15% warmth to your feet.  
 Socks (2 pair).Wool is best, NO Cotton.  
 Warm hat – even if you never wear one!  
 Scarf, neck warmer, or similar item is a must.  
 Warm mittens (mittens are warmer than gloves). Roomy wool or thick fleece with leather or Gore-Tex shells work 

best.  
 Extra lightweight gloves for eating lunch.  
 A weather resistant shell / jacket – roomy enough to put on OVER your clothes  
 Wool or synthetic bottoms (ski or hunting pants work)  
 Several layers of synthetic or wool shirts which can be put on or off according to your personal thermostat.  
 A dependable and warm pair of synthetic or wool long underwear.  
 Foot and hand warmers provide essential comfort and can be purchased at any sporting goods store – these are 

used by most of our clients. Please bring your own – even if you have never used them.  
 Two brands of light crampons designed to improve traction on ice and slippery snow are: Stablicers Original Heavy 

Duty Traction crampons with nylon Velcro straps, or Kahtoola MICROspikes footwear traction cleats.  I recommend 
one or the other of these products, especially if snow is not deep enough for snowshoes.   

If you have any questions about accommodations, special food requirements, arrival and departure times, workshop 
schedule, directions to Rowe Camp and Conference Center, etc., please contact Rowe Center at: 

Rowe Camp and Conference Center    Keeping Track can be reached at: 
Program Director: Arthur Samuelson    info@keepingtrack.org 
22 King’s Highway      (802)434-7000 
Rowe, Massachusetts  01367 
(413)339-4954 
Email for Arthur: ahsamuelson@rowecenter.org 
Website: http://rowecenter.org 
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